
Sign of the Times - Harry Styles (2017) 
 
Just stop your _______________________ 

It's a sign of the __________________  

______________________ to the final show 

Hope you're wearing your best _____________ 

You can't __________ the door on your way to the sky 

You look pretty good down here 

But you ___________________ really good 

CHORUS: If we _________  learn, we been here before 

Why are we always ______________  and running from 

The bullets? 2x 

We never _________________ , we been here before 

Why are we always ____________ and running from 

The bullets? 2x 

Just stop your _____________________ 

It's a sign of the times 

We _______________________  get away from here 

We gotta get away from here 

Just stop your crying 

It'll be _____________________ 

They told me that the _____________________ is near 

We gotta get away from here 

Just stop your crying 

Have the _______________________ of your life 

Breaking through the _______________ 

And things are ______________ good from here 

___________everything will be alright 

We can meet again ________________________ 

_______________________ far away from here 

CHORUS: We never learn.... 

stuck, times, clothes, ain't, learn, gotta, 
alright, atmosphere, pretty, somewhere, 
Somewhere, crying, Welcome, bribe, never, 
stuck, crying, end, time,Remember 
 
1.__________________ a metal projectile for firing from a 

rifle, revolver, or other small firearm, typically cylindrical 

and pointed, and sometimes containing an explosive. 

2.________________ dishonestly persuade (someone) to 

act in one's favour by a gift of money or other 

inducement. 

3.______________ describes something that's frozen or 

fixed in one place and can't be moved. 

 
Sign of the Times’ came from ‘This isn’t the first time 

we’ve been in a hard time, and it’s not going to be the last 

time.’ The song is written from a point of view as if a 

mother was giving birth to a child and there’s a 

complication. The mother is told, ‘The child is fine, but 

you’re not going to make it.’ The mother has five minutes 

to tell the child, ‘Go forth and conquer. 

I know this is a little morbid but I think this song is 

about death or something ending. I think in the song he's 

saying to the person dying stop crying we can meet again 

somewhere (heaven) and not to worry about dying just 

enjoy what time you have left. I think this song could also 

go away for any other situations in life too where things 

are going bad and he's singing that you should focus on 

what is happening now and enjoy it even though you may 

cry, overcome it, just have the time of your life. 

It is obvious that the song is about what is going on 

with the planet as it pertains to Christianity and the 

second coming of Christ Jesus. The Illuminati / 

Freemasons / Satanist’s time here on Earth is coming to 

an end, but this group seems to have had a good run. They 

had it pretty good being in charge. Now they are being 

exposed and also freely exposing themselves. These 

people had it good but are not good. 

I've heard that this is about the Third World War... that 

makes sense. Personally, I think it's a sign of the times, the 

arse end of the way things are, ready for a whole new 

wardrobe. I mean, we have Trump, we have Europe falling 

apart, we have mass chaos.... the Third World War? 

In The New York Times, Styles was asked if news events 

like Brexit and the tribulations of Donald Trump made 

their way into his songwriting. He replied: "We're in a 

difficult time, and I think we've been in many difficult 

times before. Most of the stuff that hurts me about what’s 

going on at the moment is not politics, it’s fundamentals … 

Equal rights. For everyone, all races, sexes, everything. … ? 

 

1.________________ characterized by an abnormal 

and unhealthy interest in disturbing and unpleasant 

subjects, especially death and disease. 

2.____________ a cause of great trouble or suffering. 

3._________________ a person's buttocks or anus. 

4._________________ a member of an international 

order established for mutual help and fellowship, 

which holds elaborate secret ceremonies. 

5._________________ a thing that persuades or 

leads someone to do something. 

6.________________ overcome and take control of 

(a place or people) by military force. 

7.___________ a Bavarian secret society founded in 

1776, organized like the Freemasons. 

8._____________________ of people: having the 

same status, rights, or opportunities. 

9.______________ a central or primary rule or 

principle on which something is based. 
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